The effects of surface roughness on specular diagnostics in shocked experiments.
Many shock experiments, whether impact, laser, or magnetically driven, use reflected optical light from shocked samples to diagnose their material properties. Specifically, optical velocimetry diagnostics, which do not require absolute power measurements, are regularly used to obtain equation-of-state information of materials. However, new diagnostics will be necessary to expand the realm of measured material properties, and many useful diagnostic techniques do require absolute measurements. Thus, it is important to understand what happens at the reflective surface of shock experiments, and the effect scattering has on the light collection of optical probes. To this end, we present results from experiments done to observe the behavior of a reflected beam from a specular coating on an optical window during shock impact. We find that the specular condition of the coating is adversely affected by the shock front, but this can be mitigated by minimizing roughness on the surface preceding the coating.